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Abstract. In this paper we study the global convergence behavior of a class of composite–step trust–region SQP methods
that allow inexact problem information. The inexact problem information can result from iterative linear systems solves
within the trust–region SQP method or from approximations of first–order derivatives. Accuracy requirements in our trust–
region SQP methods are adjusted based on feasibility and optimality of the iterates. In the absence of inexactness our global
convergence theory is equal to that of Dennis, El–Alem, Maciel (SIAM J. Optim., 7 (1997), pp. 177–207). If all iterates are
feasible, i.e., if all iterates satisfy the equality constraints, then our results are related to the known convergence analyses for
trust–region methods with inexact gradient information for unconstrained optimization.
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1. Introduction. In this paper we study a class of optimization algorithms for the solution of
minimization problems with nonlinear equality constraints that allow the use of inexact information.
The problems we are interested in are of the form

min f�y� u��

s.t. C�y� u� � ��
(1.1)

where y � IRm, u � IRn�m, f � IRn �� IR, C � IRn �� IRm, m � n, and f and C are assumed
to be at least twice continuously differentiable functions. This problem formulation is motivated by
applications involving discretized optimal control problems, parameter identification problems and
inverse problems, and design optimization. In these applications y represents the discretized state
variables and u represents the discretized controls, parameters, or design variables, respectively, and
the nonlinear constraint C�y� u� � � is the discretized state equation.

Sequential quadratic programming (SQP) algorithms compute an approximate solution of (1.1)
by solving a sequence of quadratic programming problems (QPs) in which the quadratic objective
function is a model of the Lagrangian function

��y� u� �� � f�y� u� � �TC�y� u�(1.2)

corresponding to (1.1), and in which the linear constraints are related to

Cy�yk� uk�sy � Cu�yk� uk�su � C�yk � uk� � ��(1.3)

The matrices Cy�y� u� and Cu�y� u� denote the partial Jacobians with respect to y and u, respec-
tively; the Jacobian of C is J�y� u� � �Cy�y� u� j Cu�y� u��. In the applications mentioned above,
(1.3) represents the linearized state equations. We assume that Cy�yk� uk� � IRm�m is invertible.
Many implementations of SQP methods, in particular the composite–step trust–region SQP algo-
rithms considered in this paper, require the solution of linear equations of the type

Cy�yk� uk�z � d or Cy�yk� uk�
T z � d�(1.4)

In optimal control, parameter identification, or optimal design problems the equations (1.4) are re-
lated to the linearized state equations and the adjoint equations, respectively. For problems governed
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by partial differential equations these equations are often not solved exactly using sparse matrix de-
compositions, but they are solved iteratively. In this case exact solutions of (1.4) are not available
and one has to decide how accurately these equations have to be solved. Ideally one wants to al-
low for coarse but fast solutions of these systems when the SQP iterates �yk� uk� are far away from
a solution and tighten the accuracy requirements as necessary. In the context of Newton methods
for nonlinear equations and unconstrained optimization, the control of inexactness is relatively well
understood. See, e.g., [2, 7, 12, 13, 19]. Generalizations of the inexact Newton method concepts to
the local convergence analysis of inexact SQP methods can be found, e.g., in [8, 9, 14, 18, 20]. In
this paper we will give a global convergence analysis of a class of inexact trust–region SQP methods
for (1.1). More specifically, we consider composite–step trust–region SQP algorithms, which are
reviewed in [5, x 15.4] and [10, x 4]. In the absence of inexactness our global convergence theory
is that of [10]. If all iterates are feasible, i.e., if all iterates satisfy C�yk� uk� � �, then our results
are related to the convergence analyses in [3, 5] for trust–region methods with inexact function and
gradient information for unconstrained optimization.

The main motivation of this paper is the control of inexactness arising from iterative system
solves (1.4) in trust–region SQP methods. However, our assumptions on the inexactness are not
based on this particular source of inexactness. Therefore our results are applicable more broadly,
e.g., if finite difference approximations of derivatives are used. Our results can also extended to
affine–scaling interior–point trust–region SQP methods. More details on such an extension will be
given in section 6.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we will consider the reduced problem
min f�y�u�� u� obtained from (1.1) by eliminating the variables y. We will briefly discuss the
convergence analyses in [3] and [5, xx 8.4,10.6] for trust–region methods with inexact function
or gradient information for the reduced problem. This will reveal some useful problem information
and it will later motivate our assumptions on the inexactness for problem (1.1). Section 3 contains
a brief review of the composite–step trust–region SQP algorithms and of their global convergence
analysis given in [10]. Our inexact trust–region SQP algorithms and their global convergence analy-
sis will be described in section 4. Assumptions on the inexactness in section 4 are stated in a general
way. In section 5 we will discuss how they could be satisfied in an implementation.

We use the following notation. We often set x � �y� u� and use zy and zu to represent the
subvectors of z � IRn corresponding to the y and u components, respectively. The SQP iterates
are indexed by k and the symbol of a function with subscript k is used to represent the value of that
function at xk and, possibly, �k. For instance, fk � f�xk� � f�yk� uk�. The vector and matrix
norms used are the �� norms. The l � l identity matrix is denoted by Il.

2. Trust–Region Methods for the Black–Box Formulation with Inexactness. Suppose that
for all u � IRn�m the constraint equation C�y� u� � � has a unique solution y and that Cy�y� u� is
invertible for all �y� u� with C�y� u� � �. In this case the implicit function theorem guarantees the
existence of a twice continuously differentiable function u �� y�u� defined through the solution of
C�y� u� � �. Instead of (1.1) we can consider the reduced problem

min bf�u� � f�y�u�� u��(2.1)

This problem is also called the black–box formulation of the optimization problem (1.1) because the
solution of C�y� u� � � is treated as a black–box in the optimization algorithms for (2.1).

It can be shown that

r bf�u� � W �y� u�Trf�y� u�jy�y�u� � W �y� u�Tr��y� u� ��jy�y�u�(2.2)

and

r� bf�u� � W �y� u�Tr��y� u� ��W �y� u�
���
y�y�u������u�

�
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where

W �y� u� �

�
�Cy�y� u�

��Cu�y� u�
In�m

�
�(2.3)

and ��u� solves Cy�y�u�� u�� � �ryf�y�u�� u�. For details see, e.g., [11, 16].
A trust–region method for the solution of (2.1) constructs a quadratic model

bmk�su� � bfk � bgTk su � �
�s

T
u
bHksu

of the function bf around the current iterate uk. Here bgk is an approximation of r bf�uk� and bHk

replaces r� bf�uk�. Then one computes an approximate solution �su�k of

min
ksuk��k

bmk�su��

The decision about the acceptance of uk � �su�k as the next iterate and about how to update the
trust–region radius is based on the ratio

daredkdpredk �
bf�uk�� bf�uk � �su�k�bmk���� bmk��su�k�

of actual decrease and predicted decrease.
Now, suppose that the nonlinear equations C�y� uk� � � can not be solved exactly for yk �

y�uk�, but that an approximation ey�uk� of yk � y�uk� is computed by applying an iterative method
to C�y� uk� � �. In this case the function evaluations bf�uk� and bf�uk � �su�k� in the computation
of the actual decrease will not be known exactly. Moreover, inexactness in y�uk� will also affect the
gradient computation (see (2.2)). In addition, this gradient computation also requires the solution of
a linear system of the form Cy�yk� uk�

T z � d. Suppose that such systems are solved iteratively, a
procedure that will introduce another source of inexactness in the gradient. How does one need to
control the inexactness in function values and gradients?

The influence of inexact gradient information is analyzed in [3] and in [5, x 8.4]. Let �� � ��� ��

be the constant so that the trust–region radius is reduced only if daredk�dpredk � ��. In [3] it is shown
that if the relative gradient error satisfies

kbgk �r bf�uk�k�kr bf�uk�k � 	 � �� ���(2.4)

then global convergence of the trust–region algorithm to stationary points can be guaranteed. In [5,
x 8.4] the quotient

kbgk �r bf�uk�k�kbgkk
is used to measure the error in the gradient and the accuracy requirement is adjusted appropriately.
The inexactness criteria in [3] and [5, x 8.4] guarantee that a successful trust–region step can be com-
puted if the trust–region radius is sufficiently small, provided the current iterate is not a stationary
point. In both analyses, [3] and [5, x 8.4], the accuracy requirements for the gradient approximation
are rather weak.

The influence of inexact function evaluations is analyzed in [5, x 10.6]. It is sufficient that both
errors

jf�ey�uk�� uk�� f�y�uk�� uk�j
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and

jf�ey�uk � �su�k�� uk � �su�k�� f�y�uk � �su�k�� uk � �su�k�j

are less than �� dpredk, where �� � �
��� and �� � ��� ��� is the constant so that trust-region steps

with daredk�dpredk � �� are rejected. In particular, these accuracy requirements guarantee that if the
ratio of actual and predicted decreases indicates acceptance of the step, i.e., if daredk�dpredk 
 ��,
where daredk is computed with the inexact function values, then one still obtains a sufficient decreasebf�uk�� bf�uk��su�k� 
 ���� 	���dpredk in the exact function values. Note also that the accuracy
requirement for f�ey�uk�� uk� depends on the trust-region step �su�k, which is not known when
f�ey�uk�� uk� is computed the first time. Therefore, f�ey�uk�� uk� might have to be recomputed ifdpredk becomes too small to meet the required accuracy requirement. For more details see [5, x 10.6].

3. Trust–Region SQP Methods. Given a local minimizer x� � �y�� u�� for problem (1.1),
there exists a Lagrange multiplier �� such that the gradient r��x�� ��� of the Lagrangian function
(1.2) is zero. If Cy�x�� is assumed to be nonsingular, then the Lagrange multiplier �� is determined
by ry��x�� ��� � ryf�x�� �Cy�x��

T�� � �, and the first–order necessary optimality conditions
can be written as

ru��x�� ��x��� � W �x��
Trf�x�� � ��

r���x�� ��x��� � C�x�� � ��
(3.1)

where W �x�� is given by (2.3).
Given approximations xk � �yk� uk� and �k for the solution �y�� u�� and the corresponding

Lagrange multiplier �� of (1.1), SQP algorithms compute an (approximate) solution of the quadratic
programming (QP) problem

min qk�s�
def

� ��xk � �k� �rx��xk� �k�
T s� �

�s
THks�

s.t. Cy�xk�sy � Cu�xk�su � C�xk� � ��
(3.2)

where Hk is a symmetric approximation to the Hessian r�
xx��xk� �k� of the Lagrangian at

�yk� uk� �k� or the Hessian itself, and then generate a new iterate �yk��� uk��� from this QP so-
lution and, possibly, the corresponding Lagrange multiplier �k��. To ensure global convergence, a
trust–region condition of the form ksk� � 
k is imposed. However, the linear constraints in (3.2)
and this trust-region constraint can be incompatible. To deal with the possibility of incompatible
constraints, composite–step trust–region algorithms, many of which are reviewed in [5, x 15.4], [10,
x 4], split the step s as a sum of two steps sn and st. In the context of the problem (1.1), this
decomposition takes the form

s �

�
sy

su

�
� sn � st �

�
sny

�

�
�

�
sty

su

�
(see [11]). Again, we assume that Cy�xk� is invertible. First, composite–step trust–region algo-
rithms compute a so–called quasi–normal step snk, where �sny�k is an approximate solution of

min kCy�xk�s
n

y � C�xk�k��

s.t. ksnyk� � 
k

(3.3)

and �snu�k � �, and then they compute a so–called tangential step stk as an approximate solution of

min qk�s
n

k � st�

s.t. Cy�xk�s
t

y � Cu�xk�su � ��

ksuk� � 
k�

(3.4)
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From the constraints in (3.4) we see that sty � �Cy�xk�
��Cu�xk�su. Therefore we can write

st � Wksu,

qk�s
n

k � st� � ��xk� �k� �rx�
T
k s

n

k �
�
�s

n

k
THks

n

k

�
�
W T

k �Hks
n

k �rx�k�
�T

su �
�
�s

T
uW

T
k HkWksu

� qk�s
n

k� �
�
W T

k rqk�s
n

k�
�T

su � �
�s

T
uW

T
k HkWksu�(3.5)

and pose the problem (3.4) entirely in su:

min bqk�su� def

� qk�s
n

k� �
�
W T

k rqk�s
n

k�
�T

su � �
� �su�

TW T
k HkWk�su�

s.t. ksuk� � 
k�
(3.6)

Note that the distinction between qk�s
n

k � st� and bqk�su� is only important in the inexact case. We
have that bqk�su� � qk�s

n

k �Wksu�. Thus, if st � Wksu, then bqk�su� � qk�s
n

k � st�. However, if
inexact information is used, st �� Wksu in general. Reduced SQP algorithms do not approximate
the Hessian r�

xx��xk� �k� but the reduced Hessian W T
k r

�
xx��xk� �k�Wk . In this case W T

k HkWk

in (3.6) is replaced by the reduced Hessian approximation bHk and the term Hks
n

k in rqk�snk� is
approximated. The details of the latter approximation are not important in our global analysis and we
refer to, e.g., [1] for more details. In (3.4) we can also replace the trust-region constraint ksuk� � 
k

by ksnk � stk� � 
k. The two choices, which lead to the decoupled and the coupled approaches,
are discussed in [11]. We will address the coupled approach, which uses the trust-region constraint
ksnk � stk� � 
k, in section 5.2.

The subproblems (3.3) for the quasi–normal and (3.6) for the tangential step are not solved
exactly. Rather coarse solutions are sufficient to guarantee basic global convergence. The quasi–
normal component snk is required to satisfy

ksnkk � ��kCkk(3.7)

and

kCkk
� � kCy�xk��s

n

y�k � Ckk
� � ��kCkkminf�	kCkk�
kg�(3.8)

where ��, ��, and �	 are positive constants independent of k. The property (3.7) is actually a
consequence of (3.8), see section 5.1, but it is included to be consistent with [10], where more
general quasi–normal steps are allowed. Condition (3.8) is a practical consequence of the fraction
of Cauchy decrease condition for the trust-region problem (3.3). The two conditions (3.7), (3.8) can
be satisfied by a number of algorithms (see [10, 11] and section 5).

The tangential component �su�k has to satisfy a fraction of Cauchy decrease condition associ-
ated with the trust–region subproblem (3.6). In other words, �su�k has to provide as much decrease
in the quadratic bqk�su� as the decrease achieved in the direction �rbqk��� � �W T

k rqk�s
n

k� inside
the trust region. It can be proved that such a condition implies

bqk���� bqk��su�k� � �
kW
T
k rqk�s

n

k�kmin
n
��kW

T
k rqk�s

n

k�k� ��
k

o
�(3.9)

where �
, ��, and �� are positive constants independent of k. Algorithms that generate steps satis-
fying (3.9) are discussed in [10, 11] and will be commented on in section 5.

To decide about acceptance of the step sk � snk � stk we follow [10] and use the augmented
Lagrangian merit function

L�x� �� �� � f�x� � �TC�x� � �C�x�TC�x��
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The decision about acceptance of the step and update of the trust–region radius 
k is based on the
ratio of actual decrease ared�sk� �k�, given by

ared�sk� �k� � L�xk� �k � �k�� L�xk � sk� �k��� �k��(3.10)

and predicted decrease pred�sk � �k�, given by

pred�sk� �k� � L�xk� �k� �k�

�
�
qk�sk� � 
�Tk �Jksk � Ck� � �kkJksk � Ckk

�
�
�

where qk is defined in (3.2) and where 
�k � �k�� � �k. Since the tangential step lies in the null
space of Jk, we have Jkstk � Cy�xk��s

t

y�k � Cu�xk��su�k � �, and it can be easily seen that

pred�sk� �k� � pred�snk� �su�k� �k��(3.11)

where pred�snk� �su�k� �k� is defined by

pred�snk� �su�k� �k� � bqk���� bqk��su�k�
� qk���� qk�s

n

k�� �
�k�
T �Cy�xk��s

n

y�k � Ck�

� �k
�
kCkk

� � kCy�xk��s
n

y�k � Ckk
�
�
�

(3.12)

Recall that bqk��su�k� � qk�s
n

k � Wk�su�k� (see (3.6)). In the case of exact computations the
distinction between sk and snk in the definition of the predicted decrease is not necessary. However,
this subtlety is important for the inexact computations discussed in the following section. We also
note that if

rtk � Cy�xk��s
t

y�k � Cu�xk��su�k �(3.13)

then

pred�sk� �k�� pred�snk� �su�k� �k�

� ��
�k�
T �rtk�� �kkr

t

kk
� � 	�k�r

t

k�
T
�
Cy�xk��s

n

y�k � Ck

�
�

(3.14)

Because of the requirements (3.8), (3.9) on the quasi–normal step and tangential step, respec-
tively, we have that bqk����bqk��su�k���k �kCkk

� � kCy�xk��s
n

y�k � Ckk
�
�

 �, providedxk does

not satisfy the first–order necessary optimality conditions (3.1). To ensure that pred�snk� �su�k� �k�
is sufficiently positive the penalty parameter �k is increased if necessary.

The trust-region SQP algorithms are stated next. They are the same as the trust-region SQP
algorithms in [10], but are adapted to our problem context and to our notation.

ALGORITHM 3.1 (Trust-Region SQP Algorithms).
1 Choose x� and 
� 
 �, and calculate ��. Set ��� � � and tol 
 �. Choose ��, ��, 
min,

max, and �� such that � � ��� �� � �, � � 
min � 
max, and �� 
 �.

2 For k � �� �� 	� � � � do
2.1 Compute snk satisfying (3.7) and (3.8).
2.2 Compute W T

k rqk�s
n

k�.
2.3 If kCkk� kW T

k rqk�s
n

k�k � tol, stop and return xk as an approximate solution for
problem (1.1).

2.4 Compute �su�k satisfying (3.9).
2.5 Compute �k�� and set 
�k � �k�� � �k.
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2.6 Update the penalty parameter.

If pred�snk� �su�k� �k��� �
�k��

�

	
kCkk

� � kCy�xk�s
n

k � Ckk
�



, then set
�k � �k��.
Otherwise set

�k �
	
�
�bqk��� � bqk��su�k�� qk��� � qk�s

n

k� � 
�Tk �Cy�xk��s
n

y�k � Ck�
�

kCkk� � kCy�xk��sny�k � Ckk�
� ���

2.7 Compute �sty�k � �Cy�xk�
��Cu�xk��su�k.

2.8 If ared�sk� �k��pred�snk� �su�k � �k� � ��, set


k�� � ��max fksnkk� k�su�kkg

and reject sk.
Otherwise accept sk and choose 
k�� such that

maxf
min�
kg � 
k�� � 
max�

2.9 If sk was rejected set xk�� � xk and �k�� � �k . Otherwise set xk�� � xk� sk and
�k�� � �k �
�k .

Step 2.7 of the algorithm deserves to be commented on. The u–component of the tangential step
stk is computed in step 2.4. If an approximationHk of the full Hessian is used or if the coupled trust–
region radius ksnk � stk � 
k is employed, then the y–component �sty�k of the tangential step will
be computed along with �su�k in step 2.4. If exact problem information is used, �sty�k does not need
to be recomputed, of course. However, if inexact problem information is used, then, in step 2.4, we
may compute a y–component along with the u component that is sufficiently accurate to guarantee a
condition corresponding to (3.9), but it may not be accurate enough to guarantee global convergence.
In fact, our accuracy requirement on �sty�k in presence of inexact problem information will depend
on pred�snk� �su�k � �k�. If an approximation of �sty�k has already been computed in step 2.4, one has
to check in step 2.7 if it satisfies the accuracy requirement on the tangential step and, if necessary,
one has to recompute the inexact �sty�k . Thus, the addition of step 2.7 is mainly necessary for the
inexact case.

Dennis, El–Alem, and Maciel [10] have proved that the class of trust-region SQP algorithms
3.1 is globally convergent. Their convergence theory requires the set of assumptions given below.
For all iterations k we assume that xk� xk � sk � , where  is an open subset of IRn.

A.1 The functions f , ci, i � �� � � � �m are twice continuously differentiable functions in .
Here ci�x� represents the i–th component of C�x�.

A.2 The partial Jacobian Cy�x� is nonsingular for all x � .
A.3 The functions f , rf , r�f , C, J , r�ci, i � �� � � � �m, are bounded in . The matrix

Cy�x�
�� is uniformly bounded in .

A.4 The sequences fHkg, fWkg, and f�kg are bounded.

Dennis, El–Alem, and Maciel [10] show that for a subsequence of the iterates the first–order
necessary optimality conditions (3.1) of problem (1.1) are satisfied in the limit.

THEOREM 3.1. Let assumptions A.1-A.4 hold. The sequences of iterates generated by the
trust-region SQP algorithms 3.1 satisfy

lim inf
k��

	
kW T

k rfkk� kCkk


� ��
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4. Trust–Region SQP Methods with Inexactness. We now turn to the case of inexact prob-
lem information, in particular to the inexact solution of the linear systems (1.4) and to the inexact
calculation of first–order derivatives of f and c with respect to y and u. This inexactness will effect
the steps 2.1, 2.2, 2.4, 2.6, 2.7, and 2.8 in algorithm 3.1.

The assumptions (3.7) and (3.8) on the quasi–normal step turn out to be rather weak and can
be satisfied using several algorithms that fit into our inexactness framework. This issue will be
discussed in section 5.1.

Step 2.2 in algorithm 3.1 requires the calculation of the reduced gradient rbqk��� �
W T

k rqk�s
n

k�. We assume that instead of the exact reduced gradient we can only compute an approx-
imation bgk. What is the accuracy requirement on bgk? If �yk� uk� were feasible, i.e., ifC�yk� uk� � �,
then snk � � (see (3.7)) and bf�uk� � W T

k rqk�s
n

k�. In this case the theory of [5, x 8.4] for the re-
duced problem (2.1), which was reviewed in section 2, suggests an accuracy requirement of the
form

kbgk �W T
k rqk�s

n

k�k � 	�kbgkk
with some �� � � which is related to the parameters in the trust–region algorithm. We need a
stronger condition, namely

kbgk �W T
k rqk�s

n

k�k � ��min fkbgkk�
kg �(4.1)

where �� 
 �. In (4.1) the constant �� is not tied to the parameters in the trust–region algorithm,
in particular we do not need �� � �, but the absolute error in the reduced gradient approximation
must be less than kbgkk and 
k.1 The u–component of the step is now computed as the approximate
solution of

min bmk�su�
def

� qk�s
n

k� � bgTk su � �
�s

T
u

gW T
k HkWksu

s.t. ksuk� � 
k

(4.3)

(cf. (3.6)). In (4.3) the symbol e over W T
k HkWk indicates that the reduced Hessian approximation

may be inexact. The approximate solution �su�k of (4.3) computed in step 2.4 of algorithm 3.1 must
provide a fraction of Cauchy decrease on this approximate model:

bmk���� bmk��su�k� � �
kbgkkmin
n
��kbgkk� ��
k

o
�(4.4)

where, as in (3.9), �
, ��, and �� are positive constants independent of k. The reduced quadratic
model bmk in (4.4) is given by (4.3). In addition, we require that

�su�
T
k

gW T
k HkWk�su�k � 	�k�su�kk

�(4.5)

for some 	� 
 � independent of k. If W T
k HkWk is evaluated exactly, then (4.5) is implied by

assumption A.4. A step satisfying (4.4) can be computed, e.g., using the conjugate gradient method
with a trust–region modification due to Steihaug and Toint (see section 5.2).

1We remark that, instead of (2.4), the inexactness condition

kbgk � bf�uk�k � ��min
�
kbgkk��k

�
�(4.2)

where �� � �, will also give the classical lim inf global convergence result for the unconstrained problem (2.1). This may
be seen using the proof in [21, Th. 4.10] and applying (4.2) in the estimate for j�k�sk��rf�xk�

T skj on page 278 of [21].
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Suppose that we have computed snk and �su�k so that (3.7), (3.8), (4.4), and (4.5) are satisfied.
Now, we need to compute �sty�k. In exact computations, the tangential step stk lies in the null space
of the Jacobian matrix Jk. Since

Cy�xk�s
t

y � �Cu�xk��su�k(4.6)

will be solved inexactly, stk will no longer be in the null space of Jk and (3.11) will not be true
anymore. Instead we have (3.14), where r tk is the (nonzero) residual of (4.6) as given in (3.13). For
convenience of the presentation, we define

rpred�rtk � �k� � ��
�k�
T �rtk�� �kkr

t

kk
� � 	�k�r

t

k�
T
�
Cy�xk��s

n

y�k � Ck

�
�(4.7)

We measure the accuracy of stk by the size of rtk . How accurately does stk need to be computed? One
approach is to enforce that the entire step sk � snk � stk gives a reduction in the linearized constraint
residual that is a fraction of the reduction achieved by the quasi–normal step, i.e., to compute �s t

y�k
such that

kCkk
� � kJk�s

n

k � stk� � Ckk
� � 		

�
kCkk

� � kCy�xk��s
n

y�k � Ckk
�
�

(4.8)

with 		 � ��� ��. This requirement is very stringent if sny achieved little decrease, which will, e.g.,
be the case if kCkk is small. However, if the point �yk� uk� is close to being feasible but is far away
from the optimum, it seems unnecessary to maintain a high accuracy in the linear system solve for
�sty�k. Therefore we propose a requirement for the accuracy of �st

y�k that takes into account both
the feasibility and the optimality of �yk� uk�. To accomplish this, we use the predicted decrease
pred�snk� �su�k� �k� in (3.12), where bqk is replaced by bmk:

pred�snk� �su�k� �k� � bmk���� bmk��su�k�

� qk���� qk�s
n

k�� �
�k�
T �Cy�xk��s

n

y�k � Ck�

� �k
�
kCkk

� � kCy�xk��s
n

y�k � Ckk
�
�
�

(4.9)

This predicted reduction depends only on snk and �su�k. Because of the requirements
(3.8) and (4.4) on snk and �su�k, respectively, we have that bmk��� � bmk��su�k� 
 � and
�k
�
kCkk

� � kCy�xk��s
n

y�k � Ckk
�
�

 �, provided xk does not satisfy the first–order necessary

optimality conditions (3.1). As in the exact case we can update the penalty parameter �k to ensure
that pred�snk� �su�k� �k� is sufficiently positive. However, in presence of inexactness, the quadratic
model of the Lagrangian is

pred�snk� �su�k � �k� � rpred�rtk � �k��

To ensure that the inexactness in the tangential step �sty�k does not dominate this quadratic model,
we require that ��rpred�rtk � �k��� � ��pred�s

n

k� �su�k� �k��(4.10)

where �� � ��� � � ��� is a given constant and �� is the parameter in step 2.8 of the trust–region
algorithm, and that

krtkk � 	

k maxfksnkk� k�su�kkg(4.11)

for some constant 	
 
 � independent of k.2 Inequalities (4.10) and (4.11) are satisfied for the
exact solution of (4.6). We note that the amount of positivity in pred�snk� �su�k� �k� is determined

2Notice that �sty�k � �Cy�xk�
��Cu�xk��su�k � Cy�xk�

��rt

k
and that (4.11) implies

kCy�xk�
��rt

kk � ���k(4.12)
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by the reductions bmk���� bmk��su�k� and kCkk
� �kCy�xk��s

n

y�k �Ckk
�. Therefore, if kCkk

� �
kCy�xk��s

n

y�k � Ckk
� is small, but bmk��� � bmk��su�k� is large (which is likely the case at a

point xk that is almost feasible, but away from being optimal) the accuracy requirement on �sty�k is
much weaker than the requirement (4.8). Our criteria also seems to be close to the SQP philosophy
which allows to trade gains in feasibility for gains in optimality. Another point worth noting is that
inaccuracy in �sty�k does not enter the penalty parameter update. If it were, the penalty parameter
might increase faster. Since too large penalty parameters �k can slow down the convergence of SQP
methods this is another benefit of our accuracy requirement.

Since snk� �su�k and pred�snk� �su�k� �k� are known, a step �sty�k with (4.10) and (4.11) can be
computed.

Finally, the computation of �k�� in step 2.5 of the exact trust-region SQP algorithms 3.1 is
likely to involve inexact calculations. However, as we have seen in theorem 3.1, global convergence
to a stationary point requires only boundedness from the sequence of Lagrange multipliers f�kg.
This requirement is not only fairly mild from a theoretical point of view, but under assumptions
A1–A4 also easy to impose computationally even when inexactness is present.

The inexact trust-region SQP algorithms are defined similarly as their exact counter-part 3.1 but
with steps 2.1 to 2.8 modified to accommodate the inexact calculations discussed above.

ALGORITHM 4.1 (Inexact Trust-Region SQP Algorithms).
1 The same initializations as in step 1 of algorithm 3.1.
2 For k � �� �� 	� � � � do

i2.1 Compute snk satisfying (3.7) and (3.8).
i2.2 Compute an approximation bgk to W T

k rqk�s
n

k� satisfying (4.1).
i2.3 If kCkk � kbgkk � tol, stop and return xk as an approximate solution for prob-

lem (1.1).
i2.4 Compute �su�k satisfying (4.4).
i2.5 Compute �k�� and set 
�k � �k�� � �k.
i2.6 Update the penalty parameter as in step 2.6, using pred�snk� �su�k� �k� in (4.9).
i2.7 Compute �sty�k so that the residual vector rtk satisfies (4.10) and (4.11).
i2.8 Compute pred�snk� �su�k� �k� using (4.9).

If ared�sk� �k��pred�snk� �su�k � �k� � ��, set


k�� � ��max
�
ksnkk� k�su�kk� k�s

t

y�kk
�

and reject sk.
Otherwise accept sk and choose 
k�� such that

maxf
min�
kg � 
k�� � 
max�

2.9 The same step and multiplier updates as in step 2.9 of algorithm 3.1.

The global convergence property of the inexact trust-region SQP algorithms 3.1 is stated in the
following theorem.

THEOREM 4.1. Let assumptions A.1-A.4 hold. The sequences of iterates generated by the
inexact trust-region SQP algorithms 4.1 satisfy

lim inf
k��

	
kbgkk� kCkk



� ��(4.13)

for some �� � �, in other words, that the norm of the residual (tangential) step Cy�xk�
��rt

k
is bounded by a constant

time the trust–region radius. If we view Cy�xk�
��rt

k
as a second (tangential) step, or as a spacer (tangential) step, we then

identify (4.12) as a condition that has already been imposed on steps of such types in the context of global convergence of
trust–region algorithms for unconstrained optimization [5, x 10.4], [6].
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Furthermore, we have

lim inf
k��

	
kW T

k rfkk� kCkk


� ��(4.14)

Proof. The proof of (4.13) follows the convergence analysis given in [10] with the predicted
decrease used there always replaced by pred�snk� �su�k� �k� as defined in (4.9). Only a very few
steps in the convergence analysis change and we will review them in detail.

The first modification concerns the relationship between the size of the step sk and the trust–
region radius 
k. The convergence analysis requires that

kskk � �
k

and, if sk is rejected, that


k�� � ��kskk�

In our inexact trust–region SQP algorithms the first inequality follows from the trust–region con-
straints in (3.3), (4.3), and from (4.11) and assumption A.3. The second inequality is a consequence
of the update of the trust–region radius in i2.8.

The second modification is in the estimates of the difference between actual decrease and pre-
dicted decrease. Since rpred�rtk� �k� is different from zero, the upper bounds on the difference
between actual and predicted decreases given in [10, L. 7.4, 7.5] are now different. We will be able
to show

jared�sk� �k�� pred�snk� �su�k� �k�� rpred�rtk� �k�j

� ��
kkskk� ����kkskk
	 � ����kkskk

�kCkk
(4.15)

instead of [10, L. 7.4], and��ared�sk� �k�� pred�snk� �su�k� �k�� rpred�rtk� �k�
�� � ����k
kkskk(4.16)

instead of [10, L. 7.5].
The estimates (4.15) and (4.16) can be verified as follows. Using the definitions (4.7) and (4.9),

we can see that

pred�snk� �su�k� �k� � rpred�rtk� �k�

� �bgTk �su�k � �

	
�su�

T
k

gW T
k HkWk�su�k �rx�

T
k s

n

k �
�

	
snk

THks
n

k

�
�Tk �Jksk � Ck� � �k
�
kCkk

� � kJksk � Ckk
�
�
�

With the definition (3.10) of the actual decrease, the previous identity, and W T
k �Hks

n

k �rx�k� �
W T

k rqk�s
n

k� we obtain

ared�sk� �k��
�
pred�snk� �su�k� �k� � rpred�rtk � �k�

�
� ��xk� �k� � �kkCkk

� � ��xk��� �k���� �kkCk��k
�

�pred�snk� �su�k� �k�� rpred�rtk� �k�

� ��xk� �k�� ��xk��� �k� � ��xk��� �k�� ��xk��� �k���
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��Hks
n

k �rx�k�
TWk�su�k �

�
� �su�

T
kW

T
k HkWk�su�k �rx�

T
k s

n

k �
�
�s

n

k
THks

n

k

��bgk �W T
k rqk�s

n

k��
T �su�k �

�
� �su�

T
k

gW T
k HkWk�su�k �

�
� �su�

T
kW

T
k HkWk�su�k

�
�Tk �Jksk � Ck�� �k�kCk��k
� � kJksk � Ckk

��

� ���xk��� �k� � qk�sk�� qk�sk� � bqk��su�k�
��bgk �W T

k rqk�s
n

k��
T �su�k �

�
� �su�

T
k

gW T
k HkWk�su�k �

�
� �su�

T
kW

T
k HkWk�su�k

�
�Tk ��Ck�� � Jksk � Ck�� �k
�
kCk��k

� � kJksk � Ckk
�
�
�(4.17)

Using Taylor expansion and the definition (3.2) of qk gives

j � ��xk��� �k� � qk�sk�j �
�
�kHk �r�

xx��xk � t�ksk� �k�k kskk
�(4.18)

with some t�k � ��� ��. Using the definitions (3.2) and (3.6) of qk and bqk, respectively, (3.5), and
(3.13) we find that

j � qk�sk� � bqk��su�k�j
� kHks

n

k �rx��xk� �k�k ks
t

k �Wk�su�kk�
�
�kHkk ks

t

kk
� � �

�kW
T
k HkWkk k�su�kk

�

� kHks
n

k �rx��xk� �k�k kCy�xk�k kr
t

kk�
�
�kHkk ks

t

kk
� � �

�kW
T
k HkWkk k�su�kk

��(4.19)

The inequalities (4.1), (4.5), and assumption A.4 give

�bgk �W T
k rqk�s

n

k��
T �su�k �

�
� �su�

T
k

gW T
k HkWk�su�k �

�
� �su�

T
kW

T
k HkWk�su�k

� 	�
kk�su�kk� �	� � kW T
k HkWkk�k�su�kk

��(4.20)

Using Taylor expansion we obtain


�Tk ��Ck�� � Jksk � Ck�� �k
�
kCk��k

� � kJksk � Ckk
�
�

� � �
�

mX
i��

�
�k�is
T
kr

�ci�xk � t�ksk�sk

��k

	 mX
i��

ci�xk � t	ksk��sk�
Tr�ci�xk � t	ksk��sk�

��sk�
TJ�xk � t	ksk�

TJ�xk � t	ksk��sk�� �sk�
T J�xk�

T J�xk��sk�


�

where t�k� t
	
k � ��� ��. Now we expand ci�xk�t	ksk� around ci�xk�. This expansion and assumptions

A.1–A.4 give


�Tk ��Ck�� � Jksk � Ck�� �k
�
kCk��k

� � kJksk � Ckk
�
�

� ����kkskk
	 � ����kkskk

�kCkk�(4.21)

If we insert (4.18)–(4.21) into (4.17) and use assumptions A.3, A.4 and (4.11), we arrive at the
desired estimate (4.15) for some positive constants ��, ���, and ���. Inequality (4.16) is then a
direct consequence of inequality (4.15) and the fact that �k � �.
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We can now bound the difference between the actual and predicted decreases in the inexact
context. Combining (4.15) with (4.10), yields

jared�sk� �k�� pred�snk� �su�k � �k�j

�
��ared�sk� �k�� pred�snk� �su�k� �k�� rpred�rtk � �k�

��� ��rpred�rtk � �k���
� ��
kkskk� ����kkskk

	 � ����kkskk
�kCkk� �� jpred�s

n

k� �su�k� �k�j �(4.22)

Similarly, combining (4.16) with (4.10), gives

jared�sk� �k�� pred�snk � �su�k� �k�j � ����k
kkskk� �� jpred�s
n

k� �su�k� �k�j �(4.23)

The estimates (4.22) and (4.23) are used in the analysis only when rejection occurs in step i2.8.
If sk is rejected, we know that

� � �� �� �

���� ared�sk� �k�

pred�snk� �su�k� �k�
� �

���� �
which in our inexact context implies

�� �� �

����ared�sk� �k�� pred�snk� �su�k� �k�� rpred�rtk � �k�

pred�snk� �su�k� �k�

����� ���

Thus, when the estimate (4.16) is required, we obtain

� � �� �� � �� �
����k
kkskk

pred�snk� �su�k� �k�
�

and the analysis in [10] remains unchanged except for the fact that a different lower bound �� ���
�� � ��� �� is used. A similar bound is obtained when the estimate is given by (4.15).

The proof of (4.14) follows from the conjunction of (4.13) with (4.1) and (3.7).

5. Implementation in the Presence of Inexactness.

5.1. Computation of the quasi–normal component. The quasi–normal component snk is an
approximate solution of the trust–region subproblem (3.3) and it is required to satisfy the conditions
(3.7) and (3.8). The property (3.7) is a consequence of (3.8). In fact, using kC y�xk��s

n

k�y � Ckk �
kCkk and the boundedness of fCy�xk�

��g we find that

ksnkk � kCy�xk�
��k

	
kCy�xk��s

n

k�y � Ckk� kCkk


� 	kCy�xk�

��k kCkk �

Whether the property (3.8) holds depends on the way in which the quasi–normal component is
computed. We mention a few methods that are suitable for the large–scale case, that do not require
the matrix Cy�xk� in explicit form, and that guarantee (3.8).

If ksnkk � 
k satisfies the fraction of Cauchy decrease condition

�
�kCy�xk��s

n

k�y � Ckk
�

� min
�
�
�kCy�xk�s� Ckk

� � s � �tCy�xk�
TCk � ksk � 
k

�
�(5.1)

then a classical result due to Powell [22, Th. 4] (see also [5, x 6.3], [21, L. 4.8]) shows that (3.8) is
satisfied. The papers [15], [24] describe two iterative methods based on Krylov subspaces for the
computation of steps �sny�k satisfying

kCkk
� � kCy�xk��s

n

k�y � Ckk
� � �

	
kCkk

� � kCy�xk��s
n

y�� � Ckk
�


�

D 
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where �sny�� is the solution of (3.3). In particular these steps also satisfy (3.8). The iterative method
in [24] uses a restart technique that allows specification of storage limitations by the user, which is
important for large scale problems. The iterative methods in [15] and in [24] require the evaluation
of Cy�xk�v and Cy�xk�

Tu for given v and u.
For some applications, the evaluation of Cy�xk�

Tu is more expensive than the application of
Cy�xk�v, and therefore it may be more efficient to use methods that avoid the use of Cy�xk�

Tu.
In this case one can apply nonsymmetric Krylov subspace methods based on minimum residual
approximations, such as GMRES [23]. In the context of nonlinear system solving the use of such
methods is described e.g. in [2]. In that context, trust–region subproblems of the type (3.3) also have
to be solved and the solvers in [2] can be applied in our situation as well. If GMRES is used and if

�

	
CT
k

	
Cy�xk�

T � Cy�xk�


Ck � �kCkk

�(5.2)

holds with � 
 �, then (3.8) is satisfied. The condition (5.2) is implied by the positive definiteness
of the symmetric part of Cy�xk�, a condition also important for the convergence of nonsymmetric
Krylov subspace methods. A proof of this result and more details concerning the use of these
methods can be found in [27].

Finally, we can also use the following simple procedure. Compute esnk such that kCy�xk�esnk �
Ckk � 	kCkk, where 	 � �, and then scale this step back into the trust region, i.e., set

snk �

�
�kesnk
�

�
� where �k �


� if kesnkk � 
k�


k�kesnkk otherwise.

The step snk also satisfies (3.8) (see [27]).

5.2. Computation of the tangential component. An approximate solution su of (4.3) that
satisfies (4.4) can be computed, e.g., using the conjugate gradient (cg) method with a modification as
suggested by Steihaug [25] and Toint [26]. Here the cg method with starting value su � � is applied
to the minimization of bmk. The conjugate gradient method is stopped if an approximate minimum
of the quadratic model bmk is reached, if negative curvature is detected, or if the iterates leave the
trust–region bound. The first iterate in the Steihaug–Toint cg method is the Cauchy–step for the bmk

and therefore (4.4) is satisfied for the first iterate of the Steihaug–Toint cg method. If W T
k HkWk

can be applied exactly, which is the case in a reduced SQP method where W T
k HkWk � bHk, then

the conjugate gradient method ensures that bmk decreases monotonically and (4.4) remains satisfied
for all Steihaug–Toint cg iterates. If W T

k HkWk is applied inexactly, then one has to compare the
function values bmk at the first Steihaug–Toint cg iterate s�u and at the final Steihaug–Toint cg iterate
sfu. If bmk�s

f
u� � bmk�s

�
u�, then �su�k � sfu; otherwise �su�k � s�u.

In section 3 we have already pointed out that the trust–region constraint ksuk� � 
k in (3.4)
can be replaced by ksnk � stk� � 
k. This leads to the so–called coupled approach. The trade-offs
between the two choices are discussed in [11, x 5.2.2]. In the coupled trust–region approach we
replace (3.6) by

min bqk�su� def

� qk�s
n

k� �
�
W �xk�

Trqk�s
n

k�
�T

su �
�
�s

T
uW �xk�

THkW �xk�su

s.t.

����� �sny�k
�

�
�

�
�Cy�xk�

��Cu�xk�su
su

�����
�

� 
k�
(5.3)

and formulate the trust–region constraint in (4.3) according to (5.3). In that case the computation
of Cy�xk�

��Cu�xk� can be performed inexactly. In the coupled case, the first part of step i2.8 in
algorithm 4.1 has to be replaced by
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i2.8 If ared�sk� �k��pred�snk� �su�k� �k� � ��, set

�k�� � ��max fksnkk� kskkg

and reject sk.

6. Conclusions. In this paper we have investigated composite–step trust–region SQP algo-
rithms for the solution of a class of optimization problems with inexact problem information. The
challenge was the formulation of accuracy requirements that are sufficient to guarantee global con-
vergence to a point satisfying the first–order optimality conditions, but at the same time can be
implemented in a practical algorithm and are not overly stringent. Our accuracy requirements are
based on the structure of the composite–step trust–region SQP algorithms and they follow the SQP
philosophy which allows to trade gains in feasibility for gains in optimality.

The main motivation of this paper is the control of inexactness arising from iterative system
solves (1.4) in trust–region SQP methods. This is important, e.g., for the solution of discretized
optimal control problems governed by partial differential equations. However, our assumptions on
the inexactness are not based on this particular source of inexactness and therefore our results are
applicable more broadly. The trust–region SQP methods for (1.1) can be generalized to problems
with additional simple bounds on u using affine–scaling interior–point methods due to [4]. Such a
generalization (assuming exact problem information) is given in [11]. The analysis of inexact trust–
region SQP algorithms performed in this paper can also be generalized to affine–scaling interior–
point trust–region SQP algorithms. In fact, the predecessor [17] of this paper contains many of the
technical details, although the assumptions on the inexactness made in [17] are stronger that those
in this paper.
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